
Dulux X-pert                                     
Waterborne Alkyd Primer

Innovative alkyd technology designed with you in mind.
Latex convenience, Alkyd performance.



Dulux X-pert Waterborne Alkyd Primer                                                                             
Alkyd application and performance, speed and ease 
of an acrylic latex.

Our premium quality waterborne alkyd primer is formulated with 
advanced alkyd emulsion technology; it contains lower VOC levels 
than a traditional alkyd primer without sacrificing on application 
or performance. Dulux X-pert Waterborne Alkyd applies easily 
and provides a sealed, sandable surface that is compatible with 
any topcoat. Its stain blocking capabilities ensure that most 
minor stains are sealed and prevented from bleeding through 
your finish coat. This innovative, interior/exterior primer sealer 
was developed with our customer’s needs in mind. 

Feature Benefit

Quick drying                                               
(Dries tack free within 30 min., recoat 2 - 3 hrs.)

Same day job completion

Interior and Exterior Use Value; multi-purpose primer

Excellent adhesion Outstanding Adhesion to most surfaces – 
including alkyd paints

Low odour   Minimal disruption to occupied areas

Low VOC Compliant with Canada’s most stringent VOC                           
regulations

Soap and water clean up Fast, easy clean up

This product is suitable for use on: new gypsum (drywall), masonry, cured plaster and interior and exterior 
wood, both new and properly repaired weathered wood (except cedar and redwood). As well as for previously 
painted or varnished surfaces in good condition and properly prepared. 

The Dulux Difference                                                                             
Superior quality paint, great value.

Dulux is the world’s leading brand of premium quality paint. The guiding principles for any Dulux paint product 
are to ensure they consistently live up to the Dulux reputation for verifiable, total product performance that 
is both recognized and expected by our customers. As you would imagine, all paints are not made equal; 
Dulux paint is made with superior raw materials and undergoes extensive product testing with chemists, field 
experts and professional painters in Canada before it ever reaches Dulux store shelves. 
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